Induction - Problems
1. [Grasshopper induction] An immortal grasshopper sits on a first step of an infinite ladder. This
grasshopper is capable to harness the energy of the universe at a rate that allows it to jump to next step
of a ladder every minute.
Prove that the grasshopper will be able to reach its favourite star no matter how far it is!
2. [Caterpillar induction] A very long (infinite) caterpillar has arrived at this infinite ladder and managed
to raise its head and first legs to the first two steps. It knows that if it has a firm grip on first k steps,
then it can pull itself up and reach step k + 1.
Prove that it can also reach grasshoppers favourite star!
3. [Triangular numbers] A number T is triangular if it can make a triangular dot pattern. First triangular
numbers are:

Figure 1: First triangular numbers
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4. [Waterworks] There are 64 glasses on a table, each with a different amount of water in it. Peter can
take any two glasses and pour water from one to another until the amounts in these two glasses are equal.
Prove that Peter can reach a state where all the glasses on the table hold the same amount of water!
5. [Onewayland] In Onewayland every town is connected to each other by a one way road.
Prove that there is a town from which you can travel to any other town in Onewayland!
6. [Another Onewayland] In this Onewayland some towns is connected to each other by a one way road
(and there are no disconnected parts). It is also known that, for every town, number of roads leading into
it equals number of roads going out of it.
Prove that it is possible to travel between any two towns in this Onewayland!
7. [One more Onewayland] We are again in Onewayland, where every town is connected to each other
by a one way road. We know that there are at least 3 towns here.
Prove that it is possible to change direction of no more than one road so that after the change it will
be possible to travel between any two towns!
8. [Corner tiling of square] Someone removed one cell from a 128 × 128 square.
Prove that is possible to tile the remaining cells with ”3-cell corner” figures!

Figure 2: 3-cell corner

9. [Foxy problem] 100 rabbits found some berries in the wood. Youngest managed to get 1 berry, second
youngest - 2 berries, third - 4 and so on, with eldest getting 299 berries. A fox came up and suggested
a ”fairer” distribution - the fox repeatedly choose two rabbits and re-distribute the berries they have
together evenly between the two rabbits. If the total number the two rabbits have is odd, the fox would
eat one berry and distribute berries evenly between the two. What is the maximum amount of berries
fox can eat following these rules?

